Tele : 26333755 (Civ)
       2708 (Mil)
Fax : 26333755

150101/23/JE (Civ)/
Comdt CME Pune
STE SC Pune
Chief Engineer
Pune Zone (AF) Bangalore
Chennai Zone (AF) Nagpur
Bhopal Zone (Navy) Mumbai
(Fy) H'bad/S'bad (Navy) Vizag
JZ Jodhpur (NW) Kochi
R&D Sec'bad (CG) Goa
R&D Delhi (CG) Vizag
A&N Zone, Port Blair

/E1B(R-DPC)

Fax

REGISTERED SDS
Headquarters
Chief Engineer
Southern Command
Pune-411 001

HQ ADG (Project) Chennai
DGNP Vizag, DGNP Mumbai.

GE (I) DM ND Vizag
GE (EP) Jodhpur
GE (I) FID CME Pune
AGE (I) AF Sonegaon
AGE (I) R&D Jodhpur

Aug 2020

DRAFT ALL INDIA SENIORITY LIST OF JUNIOR ENGINEER CIVIL IN MES
AS ON 01 JAN 2020


2. The list has since been uploaded on MES web site the same may please be down loaded (www.mes.gov.in).

3. You are requested to circulate to all concern for meticulous verification and checking of correctness of service particulars mentioned against each. The discrepancy, if any, be corrected based on documentary evidence and authentication by Dir (Pers)/Col (Pers) for its correctness Please note that if any discrepancy in the list is found at later stage, the onus of the same will rest with the concern officer of CE Zone’s.

4. Certificate to the following effect will be rendered while submitting consolidate comments on Appx ‘A’ duly signed by Director (Pers)/Col (Pers) :-
   (a) Certificate that the service particulars in respect of the individuals at Appx ‘A’ Sl Nos ... have been verified and found correct except the amendments as pointed out.
   (b) Certificate that details about all individuals borne on the strength of this CE Zones have been incorporated in the Appx ‘A’ and No JE (Civ) left out.
   (c) Certificate that the Appendix ‘A’ has been shown to all affected individuals and their signature in confirmation to this effect have been obtained. The Appx ‘A’ has been scrutinized at the official level and all discrepancies noticed have been reconciled.
   (d) Details in respect of, individuals posted out to other Command, Expired, Retired, Voluntarily retired, Resigned or Promoted are given (After going through the Appx ‘A’ and the individuals which are indicated in AISL are borne on the strength of this office.

5. Consolidated verified list along with individual representations, if any, by respective CE Zones/ADGs office shall be submitted to this HQ by 31 Aug 2020 positively. No delay/piece-meal report will be accepted. Advance copy from lower formation/request/representation from individual directly received in this HQ will not be entertained.

6. Copy of this letter is also being uploadeated in MES website.

(Raj Narayan, IDS)
SE
Director (DPC)
For Chief Engineer

Copy to :
INTERNAL

ADP Section - Please upload on MES Web side under CESC tab.
EIO (S) Section - Wrt above, for information and necessary action.